High-efficiency motor neuron differentiation from human pluripotent stem cells and the function of Islet-1.
Efficient derivation of large-scale motor neurons (MNs) from human pluripotent stem cells is central to the understanding of MN development, modelling of MN disorders in vitro and development of cell-replacement therapies. Here we develop a method for rapid (20 days) and highly efficient (~70%) differentiation of mature and functional MNs from human pluripotent stem cells by tightly modulating neural patterning temporally at a previously undefined primitive neural progenitor stage. This method also allows high-yield (>250%) MN production in chemically defined adherent cultures. Furthermore, we show that Islet-1 is essential for formation of mature and functional human MNs, but, unlike its mouse counterpart, does not regulate cell survival or suppress the V2a interneuron fate. Together, our discoveries improve the strategy for MN derivation, advance our understanding of human neural specification and MN development, and provide invaluable tools for human developmental studies, drug discovery and regenerative medicine.